
Lecture/Workshop Day Title Description

Workshop Tuesday OpenBridge Modeler - What is it and How Can You Use it Today

Develop intelligent, 3D, parametric bridge models for your highway projects with Bentley’s OpenBridge 

Modeler. Easily manage changes with built-in, user-defined relationships among bridge components and 

reference DGN models throughout the lifecycle of the bridge. Learn how OpenBridge Modeler's integrated 

workflow minimizes errors and improves efficiency. OpenBridge Modeler leverages OpenRoads geometry 

data (terrain, alignments, profile, and superelevation) ensuring the bridge and roadway geometry are the 

same and transfers directly into LEAP Bridge and RM Bridge for detailed design and analysis.

Workshop Tuesday OBM to LEAP Bridge Concrete and Back

The newest version of OpenBridge Modeler supports exchanging geometric changes and analytical 

information between LEAP Bridge Concrete and OpenBridge Modeler. This session will focus on the 

interaction between the two products as well as new OpenBridge Modeler reporting capabilities and the 

drawing generation tools.

Workshop Tuesday OBM to LEAP Bridge Steel and Back

The newest version of OpenBridge Modeler supports exchanging geometric changes and analytical 

information between LEAP Bridge Steel and OpenBridge Modeler. This session will focus on the interaction 

between the two products as well as new OpenBridge Modeler reporting capabilities and the drawing 

generation tools.

Workshop Tuesday MicroStation Quick Reference Guide for AutoCAD Users

This guide is a reference guide containing information on using AutoCAD’s DWG file format and specifically its 

use in MicroStation. It is designed for the AutoCAD user who is new to MicroStation. It begins with the 

terminology differences and similarities of DGN/DWG Files, then transitions into working with DWG data and 

the strategies of working with DWG/DXF data in MicroStation. It discusses Object Enablers, as well as 

detailed differences in DWG/DGN based workflows of User Interface components, basic concepts, drawing 

and modeling, rendering, and generating drawings. It concludes with DWG Workmode, DWG Import and 

Export and DWG/DXF configuration variables and their use to customize importing or exporting of DWG/DXF 

data.

Workshop Tuesday Importing DWG files in the MicroStation CONNECT Edition

When working on infrastructure projects it is not uncommon to encounter data delivered in a variety of 

formats. These “data formats” can range from CAD files such as AutoCAD DWG to office documents obtained 

from word processor and spreadsheet applications. To aid in data interoperability and the reuse of design 

geometry, MicroStation provides the ability to interact with DWG files through referencing, direct editing and 

file format conversion from AutoCAD to MicroStation. When conversion is desired, this can be achieved by 

importing data from a DWG file directly into the active MicroStation design file or by performing a Save As 

from an AutoCAD DWG file into a MicroStation DGN file format. This course contains a set of exercises to 

learn how to convert the data contained in DWG files into MicroStation, allowing this data to be utilized 

natively in MicroStation while helping to maintain the best possible fidelity of that data.

Workshop Tuesday DWG Exporting from MicroStation CONNECT Edition

When you expect that a MicroStation DGN file will eventually be converted to DWG format, it is important to 

plan ahead. Your scenario for the training course is that you now work for a multi-discipline engineering firm, 

which happens to be exclusively a MicroStation shop, as a sub-consultant. You are tasked with creating a land 

development project for a proposed seafood restaurant. The primary consultant, an architectural firm, which 

happens to be an AutoCAD shop, will be conducting the building design. The client demands that this will be 

delivered as AutoCAD DWG files. As mentioned, you are a “MicroStation shop” and will create and work with 

DGN’s and then deliver them as DWG. You need to deliver these accurately and ensuring the utmost file 

fidelity

Workshop Tuesday
Architectural BIM Hands-on QuickStart A101

This hands-on course contains instructions for getting started with Bentley’s BIM solution, OpenBuildings 

Designer (AECOsim). The student will create a new project WorkSet with a project Floor and Grid System, and 

then learn the basic modeling techniques for modeling walls, doors and windows to create the exterior of a 

small commercial building

Workshop Tuesday Architectural BIM Hands-on QuickStart A102

This hands-on course contains instructions for getting started with Bentley’s BIM solution, OpenBuildings 

Designer (AECOsim). The student will model the interior core for a small commercial building, adding stairs, 

office spaces and ceilings, and finishing up with the roof for the building

Workshop Tuesday Architectural BIM Hands-on QuickStart A103

This hands-on course contains instructions for getting started with Bentley’s BIM solution, OpenBuildings 

Designer (AECOsim). The student will create a drawing composition model and then create a floor plan and a 

building section of a small commercial building. In addition, the student will create a Finish Schedule for the 

same building

Lecture Tuesday Future/existing projects Continued Where is ISTHA  going and future/existing projects.  ISTHA and IDOT representitves to be announced.

Lecture Tuesday Open Roads for Managers  Brad Hodor -Civil Solutions-
An overview of what Managers  need to know what Open Roads is the capabilities and what to expect on 

projects. 

Workshop Wednesday Horizontal Alignments  Brad Hodor -Civil Solutions

This hands-on course teaches the workflows and techniques required to layout the horizontal alignment 

geometry for a complex interchange including lanes, transitions, tapers and ramps. In addition to using 

multiple horizontal geometry tools you will use Civil AccuDraw and learning about the geometry rules created 

throughout the process.  Learning how to utilize design standards when creating an alignment, and how to 

Workshop Wednesday Rule Based Geometry  Brad Hodor -Civil Solutions

Setting up the Geometry file to automatically update when the alignment is altered will be the focus of this 

class.  A suggestion on best practices will also be presented.  Illinois Tollway Standards will be utilized in this 

workshop.  

Workshop Wednesday Vertical Alignments   Brad Hodor -Civil Solutions

During this hands-on course you will learn to use vertical geometry tools to Horizontal Alignments.  This 

progresses into adding 3D elevation to existing 2D geometry elements that define edges of pavement, 

islands, and medians in an intersection. Take these elements and create a Proposed Terrain Model, and 

display this model in Cross-Sections.  The resulting 3D geometry elements define the skeleton of the 

Workshop Wednesday SuperElevation  Brad Hodor -Civil Solutions

Creating SuperElevation is a critical part of most roadway projects. Students will create, modify, and import 

Superelevation shapes.  This workshop will also discuss how to meet Illinois Tollway superelevation 

requirements.  

Workshop Wednesday OpenRoads Designer  Beyond Centerline Geometry 

Pavement Edges are particularly important: they are required in Plan Sheets and the streamline modeling 

corridors (a single template can follow edges wherever they meander). In this class you create smart, 

editable, obedient edges, turn lanes, tapers, and driveways. You will see how OpenRoads Remembers the 

relationships with which you built the geometry and honors it when the design changes. OpenRoads 

Workshop Wednesday OpenRoads Designer Creating and Manipulating the Corridor 
In this course, you will create a roadway corridor and then explore the many tools and techniques to edit and 

manipulate the corridor

Workshop Wednesday Creating Terrain from LiDAR Data 
In this course, you will learn how to process large LiDAR data sets to a manageable terrain model suitable for 

use within a project.

Workshop Wednesday Introduction to OpenRoads Designer for GEOPAK, InRoads, and MXROAD Users

This course is an introduction to the capabilities of the OpenRoads Designer software for existing GEOPAK, 

InRoads, and MXROAD OpenRoads Technology users. Those new to the OpenRoads Technology should start 

with the QuickStart for OpenRoads Designer Geometry course instead of this course.

Workshop Wednesday QuickStart for OpenRoads Designer Corridor Modeling

In this course, you will be creating a Corridor and 3D model for a 2 lane rural road.  You will learn how to 

create a Corridor, assign template drops, create dynamic cross sections and review the Corridor and 3D 

model.  You will also learn how to use parametric constraints and point controls to vary pavement depths and 

shoulder widths.  This course will also cover how to create and assign superelevation to a Corridor.  And 

Workshop Wednesday Using Civil Cells in OpenRoads Designer 

This course is for both new users and users upgrading from previous versions of  PowerCivil, Power GEOPAK, 

MX, and Power InRoads software to use the OpenRoads Technology in SELECTseries 3. You will learn the 

basics of placing civil cells.  This includes gaining an understanding of what civil cell references are and how to 

use them in a practical workflow.  You will learn to use the civil cells delivered with the product, as well as 

Lecture Wednesday BIM for Bridges What is BIM for Bridges and how can you apply a BIM workflow to your projects today?

Lecture Wednesday Using Bridge Models after the Design

After creating the bridge model with OpenBridge Designer, learn how you can generate geometry and 

quantity reports, clearance checking, connect to Bentley's analytical software, model attribution, and create 

an iModel and open in Navigator CONNECT.

Lecture Wednesday OpenBuildings and LEGION: Pedestrian Simulation
Generate simulations with predictive capacity across a wide range of scenarios and explore how pedestrians 

and crowds interact with infrastructure.

Lecture Wednesday OpenRoads Best Practice Drawing Production
Join Bentley experts for tips and tricks using the new OpenRoads Designer cross section and plan sheet layout 

and annotation tools.

Lecture Wednesday OpenRoads Best Practice - Terrain Modeling 

Tips and tricks for working with terrain models including the best way to create a single terrain from multiple 

corridors and linear templates, how to create and use graphical filters to create a single composite terrain, 

how to export the terrain to other formats, and more... Many of these tips and tricks apply to both 

OpenRoads Designer, CONNECT Edition and V8i versions of InRoads, GEOPAK, MXROAD, and PowerCivil.
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Lecture Wednesday OpenRoads Geometry - Where are my COGO Tools.

Discover how to accomplish your coordinate geometry needs with Civil AccuDraw and civil geometry tools. Ex

plore techniques to locate points, 

formulate parcels, and construct controlling geometry. This session is new. It was not taught at previous conf

erences.

Lecture Wednesday Computing Earthwork Volumes with OpenRoads Designer 

Earthworks are one of the largest costs to consider for any project. OpenRoads Designer's model (BIM) based 

approach provides significant flexibility and accuracy in quantity calculations. Come see how the OpenRoads 

Designer model provides cut, fill, and unsuitable material meshes which are used to report volumes in a 

format to meet your project requirements. You can report on these 3D volumes with conventional end area 

Workshop Thursday Introduction to Templates Brad Hodor -Civil Solutions-

In this course, we will show how to build a 2-lane Roadway with standard depth ditches.  Also, the students 

will learn how to modify the output without editing a template.  Included in this workshop will be a discussion 

of the Illinois Tollway Template Library and suggested uses.  

Workshop Thursday Linear Templates Brad Hodor -Civil Solutions-
Students will be taught how to build a 3D feature that will be displayed in the sections outside of Corridor 

Modeling.  This tool is a great supplement to Corridor Modeler for the unique areas of a project.   

Workshop Thursday Intermediate Templates Brad Hodor -Civil Solutions-

Learn how to utilize point controls to display information in sections.  Shown in this workshop is the Illinois 

Tollway preferred method for creating powerful dynamic templates utilizing open roads rule based Geometry 

and Open Roads Geometry.  Procedures will include Template Drops, Display rules, Parametric Constraints, 

and Point Controls.  This workshop focuses on the hard surfaces of the Template.

Workshop Thursday End Conditions  Brad Hodor -Civil Solutions-

Let the Power of Open Roads make the initial decisions to make better engineering solutions.  This class will 

focus on how to leverage alternate constraints automatically.  Illinois Tollway Standards will be utilized in this 

workshop.  

Workshop Thursday QuickStart for OpenRoads Designer Drawing Production
Learn to create and annotate cross section sheets and plan and profile sheets. You will also learn to add 

individual annotations to label specific location coordinates, station-offset values, elevations, and more.

Workshop Thursday Using and Defining Superelevation

In this course, you will learn how to create, edit and review superelevation information using the tools 

provided in OpenRoads Designer. You will learn about the Superelevation XML preference file that controls 

how superelevation is calculated. You will learn how to create superelevation sections, lanes and transitions 

and how to apply the superelevation transitions to your corridor. You will also learn how to review and edit 

superelevation data.

Workshop Thursday Using and Editing Terrain Models

This course reviews how to display terrain models to view different source and computed features including 

the boundary, triangles, and contours; and teaches how to display the terrain model thematic height 

illustrations. You will also learn how to create terrain models by importing graphic elements, identify and fix 

terrain model problems, and combine multiple terrain models together.

Workshop Thursday QuickStart - Laying out a Drainage Network in OpenRoads Designer
In this course, you will learn how to lay out a simple drainage network: place an endwall, inlets, pipes, and 

drainage areas.

Workshop Thursday Hydraulic Analysis and Design in OpenRoads Designer 

Drainage systems comprise a complicated mix of components, from street inlets to pipes, and from streams 

and open channels to ponds and control structures that are designed to attenuate flow or prevent pollution. 

Our drainage solution can help you understand and effectively design these types of systems ranging from 

civil drainage projects to more complex land development studies.

Workshop Thursday QuickStart - Evaluating Subsurface Utilities in OpenRoads Designer Learn to Evaluate a design file with Subsurface Utilities in it.

workshop Thursday Corridor Modeling Quantities

In this course, you will learn various tools and methods to extract and compute quantities from the corridor 

model.  You will learn how to assign unit costs and generate an estimated cost report for your project using 

the Component Quantities and Element Component Quantities tool.   We will take a look at how to generate 

cut and fill volume reports from single corridor models as well as multiple corridor models and you will also 

learn how Named Boundaries and the Quantities Report by Named Boundary can be used to segregate 

quantities in the corridor model.

Lecture Thursday Modeling Techniques - Ramps and Gores  Learn recommended techniques to model ramps and gores as part of your mainline roadway corridors.

Lecture Thursday Modeling Techniques - Retaining Walls, Benching, and Complex End Conditions Learn recommended techniques to model retaining walls, benching, and other complex end conditions.

Lecture Thursday Modeling Techniques -Roundabouts Learn recommended techniques to model roundabouts in OpenRoads Designer.

Lecture Thursday  OpenRoad's Designer for  Gas Pipeline Design Learn from Ameren representitves on using OpenRoad's Designer for gas pipeline design

Lecture Thursday OpenRoads Best Practice -Geometry 

Join Bentley experts as they share tips and tricks for creating and editing OpenRoads geometry. Many of 

these tips and tricks apply to both OpenRoads Designer, CONNECT Edition and V8i versions of InRoads, 

GEOPAK, MXROAD, and PowerCivil.

Lecture Thursday Under the Hood: Configuring Annotation in OpenRoads Designer

Calling all administrators, you don’t want to miss this session where we open the hood and learn how to 

setup annotation for plan, profile, and cross section views. Setup the software once and all of your team will 

be sure to produce drawings that match your standards.

Lecture Thursday Modeling ADA Compliant Ramps

Join us to learn how OpenRoads Designer allows you to analyze, design, and model curb ramps. We will 

discuss how the combination of reality capture technology and OpenRoads Designer modeling can be used to 

evaluate existing curb ramps for regulatory compliance as well as stream-lining the design of ramps to meet 

legal requirements. The session will cover a practical example that addresses a real-world design and 

construction issue including the need to evaluate, re-design, and re-construct non-compliant curb ramps, 

using ContextCapture to model existing curb ramps, and using OpenRoads Designer to design and model 

compliant curb ramps.


